
 

 

All New Kindle Paperwhite Covers, Kindle 
PaperWhite 4 Cases 

 

Recently, Amazon has introduced the Kindle paperwhite 4( it is also known as 

10th generation Kindle paperwhite), the first waterproof Kindle paperwhite 

which was considered as the most favorite Kindle forever by many Kindle 

lovers. Have you purchased it and already received it? I just received 

mine.  At the first look, the Kindle paperwhite 4 is so different from its previous 

version--kindle paperwhite 3.  Amazon called this Kindle paperwhtie 4 after all 

new Kindle paperwhite for its new look and new design. It is waterproof with 

built-in audible, flush screen and so on. Forget all these new features but what 

would you do when you get this all new Kindle paperwhite. For me, I will get 

the case for it and I know most of Kindle users will do the same thing. So 

today I have collected 8 popular all-new Kindle paperwhite covers for you.  

Quick Access: 

 Original Kindle Paperwhite 4 Covers 
 Third-Party Kindle Paperwhite 4 Covers 

Original Kindle Paperwhite 4 Covers 

While releasing the Amazon Kindle eReader, the Kindle also releases the 

original accessories at the same time. Therefore, you can find 3 different 

original All-new Kindle paperwhite covers at Amazon store. 

1  All-new Kindle Paperwhite Water-Safe Fabric Cover 

https://www.epubor.com/all-new-kindle-paperwhite-covers.html#part1
https://www.epubor.com/all-new-kindle-paperwhite-covers.html#part2
https://www.amazon.com/All-new-Paperwhite-Water-Safe-Generation-2018-Charcoal/dp/B078TMQWKR/
https://www.epubor.com/


Price: 29.99$  

Feature: This is the cheapest one among the three 

official Kindle paperwhite covers. Besides the auto 

wake/sleep feature, it also has a magnetic attachment 

to ensure the cover is securely closed. For 

now,  charcoal black, marine blue, canary yellow are 

available.  

2  All-New Kindle Paperwhite Leather Cover 

Price: 39.99$ 

Feature: From the title, it is easy to catch the key 

information that this cover is made of Textured natural 

leather with microfiber interior. So I think that's the main 

reason that its price is much higher than the Fabric 

one. You can also find the auto wake/sleep features as 

well as a magnet at this cover. Now you can select from the four colors: black, 

merlot, punch red, and indigo purple. 

 3  All-new Kindle Paperwhite Premium Leather Cover 

Price: 59.99$ 

Feature: As a cover, this price is really high! But from 

its official description " Crafted from premium leather 

featuring a ruggedly smooth finish that will wear and 

patina naturally with use, making each individual cover 

unique", it seems your Kindle looks more expensive 

and unique with cover. In this way, why not just purchase a Kindle Oasis? 

Anyway, there are some customers have purchased and give the feedback" 

The leather itself is very soft and the cover is sturdy". Maybe it is worth to 

giving a shoot? 

Third-Party Kindle Paperwhite 4 Covers 

It is obvious that purchasing the original all-new Kindle paperwhite cover will 

cost you a lot because it is always more expensive than third-party cases. 

Therefore, I will have collected 8 most popular Kindle paperwhite cases for 

https://www.amazon.com/All-New-Kindle-Paperwhite-Leather-Generation-2018/dp/B078TMTLB8
https://www.amazon.com/All-new-Paperwhite-Premium-Leather-Generation-2018/dp/B078TYTY6Y


you. These cases are selected not only because the lower price but also 

because their special and creative design. I am definitely sure in this era that 

everyone is seeking for personality, unique design is key point for choosing 

the Kindle paperwhite cases.  

NO. Picture Name&Feature Price 

1 

 

Fintie Slimshell Case for All-New 

Kindle Paperwhite 

This new cover is designed only for the 

all-new Kindle so you do not to worry 

about the matching issue. Waking or 

putting the Kindle to sleep by opening 

or close the cover. This cover is made 

from durable synthetic leather with soft 

interior to prevent scratches. There 

many different design for your option 

and their prices are ranged from 9.99$-

17.99$ which is about 3 times less than 

the cheapest Kindle original cover. 

$9.99-
$17.99  

2 

 

ACdream Folio Smart Cover Leather 

Case 

If you are looking for something easy to 

carry or one hand reading, you should 

try classic Folio Smart cover from 

ACdream. With personalized design, 

you can find even a pocket to place 

your small notes. Wake/sleep feature is 

also available on this case.  Magnetic 

clasp ensures cover is securely closed.  

$10.99-
$14.99 

https://www.amazon.com/Fintie-Slimshell-All-New-Paperwhite-Generation/dp/B07JZ12JPG
https://www.amazon.com/Fintie-Slimshell-All-New-Paperwhite-Generation/dp/B07JZ12JPG
https://www.amazon.com/Paperwhite-ACdream-Leather-Feature-Previous/dp/B07JKWH68D
https://www.amazon.com/Paperwhite-ACdream-Leather-Feature-Previous/dp/B07JKWH68D


3 

 

Infiland Kindle Paperwhite 2018 Case 

If you are looking for some cases with 

mutli-viewing angel, you should not 

miss out this one. With precises 

cutouts, it allows the full access to touch 

screen, side buttons, charging and so 

on. I like this case also because of its 

simple but elegant design and Premium 

synthetic leather with sturdy 

construction. Also, the price is cheaper 

than you can imagine. 

$8.95-
$9.95 

4 

 

OMOTON Kindle Paperwhite Case  

This case looks like the original Kindle 

covers, but it is much cheaper. What 

interesting is this cover is made from a 

nice, and waterproof pu leather. It is 

easy to clean and you do not need to 

worry the spilled coffee may dirty your 

Kindle. This case is ultra slim and 

lightweight so it is very handy.  Auto 

Sleep/ Wake Feature is also supported 

by this case.  

$12.99-
$13.99 

5 

 

Painting Premium Leather Flip Slim, 

Smart Cover 

This cover is designed exclusively for 

all-new kindle paperwhtie 2018 model. 

It is made from  premium PU leather 

exterior and microfiber interior which 

can protects your Kindle Paperwhite 

against scratch, dust and wear. It also 

$13.99-
$14.99  

https://www.amazon.com/Infiland-Paperwhite-Multiple-Compatible-Generation/dp/B07K16S1BF
https://www.amazon.com/OMOTON-Paperwhite-Generation-2018-Feature-Released/dp/B07JKSD1MK
https://www.amazon.com/Billionn-Paperwhite-Painting-Premium-Leather/dp/B07K1FXLGB
https://www.amazon.com/Billionn-Paperwhite-Painting-Premium-Leather/dp/B07K1FXLGB


contains auto sleep/weak function and 

strong magnetic closure.   

6 

 

WALNEW Case Fits Kindle 

Paperwhite 10th Generation 2018  

This cover is designed to fit all-new 

Kindle paperwhit 2018. Qualified PU 

Leather & no-scratch Microfiber lining 

provides full protection for kindle 

papewhite 10th and full access to all 

features. With the colorful painting, your 

Kindle will looks more elegant and 

beautiful. Auto weak/sleep function and 

magnetic closure is also available.  

$14.99 

7 

 

WALNEW Sleeve for 6" Kindle - 

Sleeve Bag for Kindle 

If you are looking for some bags to 

carry your Kindle, WALNEW Sleeve 

bag is a good option. It is made from 

micro fiber leather and comes with a 

colorful belt for quick close and open. It 

is the ideal fit for all 6 inch eReaders, 

not only the all-new Kindle paperwhite. 

Buy now, you will save 46%, only cost 

$14.99 

$14.99 

https://www.amazon.com/WALNEW-Paperwhite-Generation-Protective-Flower-LD/dp/B07K3WL7MD
https://www.amazon.com/WALNEW-Paperwhite-Generation-Protective-Flower-LD/dp/B07K3WL7MD
https://www.amazon.com/WALNEW-Slim-Sleeve-Kindle-C-Gray/dp/B07DLL8RXR
https://www.amazon.com/WALNEW-Slim-Sleeve-Kindle-C-Gray/dp/B07DLL8RXR


 

I hope you can find one that you like in above table. If you have any better 

recommendations, please leave the comments below.  

Bonus 
If you want to read your Kobo books on Kindle paperwhite 4, you are welcome 
to try Epubor Ultimate which can help you remove Kobo DRM and convert 
Kobo to Kindle supported format. Download the free trial today to enjoy your 
eBook at any devices now. 

      

This PDF is generated upon https://www.epubor.com/all-new-kindle-

paperwhite-covers.html,the original author is Epubor. 

8 

 

WALNEW Stand Case 

This is really a smart protective for 

Kindle which is made of  qualified pu 

leather and  no-scratch Microfiber lining. 

It supports multi viewing angle and 

comes with a hand strap for comfortable 

grip.  You can also find the  auto 

weak/sleep function as well as magnetic 

clasp feature at this case. So if you 

have many functional requirement, this 

one is an excellent choice.  

$15.99 

https://www.epubor.com/ultimate.html
https://www.epubor.com/kobo-drm-removal.html
https://www.epubor.com/ultimate-download.htm#os_Win
https://www.epubor.com/ultimate-download.htm#os_Mac
https://download.epubor.com/alldrmremoval.tar.gz
https://www.epubor.com/all-new-kindle-paperwhite-covers.html
https://www.epubor.com/all-new-kindle-paperwhite-covers.html
https://www.epubor.com/
https://www.amazon.com/WALNEW-Paperwhite-Generation-Leather-Protective/dp/B07K2PY8J3

